more (94% for one level) with less than 1% of morbidity and zero mortality as demonstrated in a recent multicenter study16. Also potential laser MISS complications and avoidance are fully discussed.
The rapid progress in endoscopic laser MISS has been facilitated by modern bio technology. There is a definite correlation between clinical findings, digital radiology, neuropsychological studies, MRI, CT, 3D virtual imaging, virtual spinal endoscopy, surgical findings and positive surgical results. Digital video game technology, heptic technology and surgical simulation will assist in the training of the minimally invasive spine surgeons13, and to shorten the learning curve. Surgical robotics and image guided technology1 for MISS are on the horizon.
Conclusion: Endoscopic laser MISS has rapidly become of age and has many obvious advantages.7,10,11,16 Digital technology assists in the advancement, development, the training, and the practice of endoscopic laser MISS for treatment of degenerative disc disease, with preservation of segmental spinal motion. This minimally invasive, less traumatic, outpatient endoscopic laser MISS treatment for cervical, lumbar and thoracic disc disease leads to excellent results, faster recovery, and significant economic savings. In the near future with the assistance of digital technology, endoscopic laser MISS applications will further provide an excellent and effective access or platform for spine arthroplasty, spinal disk replacement, artificial disk, vertebralplasty, spinal fixation/fusion, disc re-growth technology and perhaps genome therapy.
